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Fpsc challan form in pdf
Academia.edu no longer supports the Internet Explorer.To browse the Academia.edu and the wider Internet faster and more securely, please take a few seconds to update the browser. Academia.edu uses cookies to personalize content, adapt ads, and improve user experience. Using our website, you agree to our collection of information using cookies. To
find out more, review our privacy policy.The Federal Public Service Commission FPSC Challan Form for the overall BS-16 set above is available at Parho Pakistan. Click here to download the FPSC Challan Form How to fill out the FPSC Challan form for the general download set of FPSC Challan Form top option. Print FPSC Challan Form Now you have a 4
part form of FPSC Challan. First we fill out the first part of the form Challan Now according to the picture Title enter Bank, as the code of the branch of NBPEnter Bank, for example 0577Sme the name of the area of this branch, for example, LahoreWrite own nameWrite your own CNIC NumberSkip Secretary BoxWrite Case No. vacancies for which you apply.
for example, the case number F.4-7/2020-RWrite mail name, for example, Assistant Director Basically Board in numbers and words as 300/- - Trista 2nd, 3rd and 4th part of the Challan form you should notice that the other three parts are the same as Part 1. Now you have to fill these 3 parts just like Part 1 as described above by Parho Pakistan. A filled
example of the FPSC Challan form Now after filling out all the parts of the FPSC Challan form you will go to the bank in which you want to sbyte your Challan form. The bank employee will submit your challan form and return 1 or 2 copies of the challan form and will keep two or three pieces in the pot. You have to keep the receipt safe. You will be asked to
receive that Challan in a test and interview. Tip: - Fill the Code of Branch when you have reached the industry. How to fill out the FPSC Challan form - Video tutorial See the full list of FPSC Jobs you should follow us for the following FPSC updates i.e. the Federal Public Service Commission is the Federal Government Institute for the Recruitment of CSS
Officers for Pakistan's Civil Services - General Recruitment Employees. The FPSC has announced jobs for recruitment in all federal ministries, subordinate ministries like Highway Police, FIA, Intelligence Bureau, NAB, etc. All ministries of the Federal Government of Pakistan have hired employees through the Federal Public Service Commission. Basically
FPSC only recruit employees from BPS 14 on a higher scale. The FPSC application process is an online process for general recruitment. If you see challan form will be four same parts challan. The first line is the name of the bank: - Write the name of the bank, for example, NBP Second Line of Banking Code:- Ask the branch manager or bank man he will tell
you the code to write it. e.g., 0422Third District Bank Branch Line:- Now just write the name of the district, for example, RawalpindiForth Line Is the name of the candidate:- Write your full name, for example. Line Ali AhmadNext AhmadNext CNIC number:- Write CNICNow The next line to fill out is the case number: - See the advertisement in which you apply,
there is a case number with each poste.g. Case number F.4-8/2019-R (2/2019) Now on Challan Just write a case number according to Advertisement.Now Next line Exam Fee for a post: - Just write the name of the post for which you apply, for example, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (BS-17) Next column about the board. You must write in numbers and
Words.Write Fee according to Scale.Fee Structure for BS-16 and 17 Rs. 300/- ; BS 18 Rs. 750/- ; BS-19 and Rs. 1200/- ; BS-20 and above Rs. 1500/-Now fill in the second, third and fourth parts with the same details and send it to the bank. They'll return two copies. Keep them in Safe.Still couldn't understand? Watch the video below. Below. fpsc challan
form in pdf. fpsc challan form in ms word. fpsc challan form inspector investigation. fpsc challan form custom inspector
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